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planes tilted to the substrate surface plane. The low coverage nano-needles appear promising
for small scale devices and for investigating charge transport, while the fully covered surface
lends itself to planar OLEDs. Supported by the FWF.
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Die kernresonante Streuung von Synchrotronstrahlung ist eine bewährte Methode um den
atomaren Sprungmechanismus der Diffusion (Sprungrichtungen und Sprungvektoren) in Bulk-
materialien aufzulösen. Wird die Geometrie des streifenden Winkels genutzt kann die Ober-
flächenempfindlichkeit wesentlich erhöht werden und ein Profil des Diffusionskoeffizienten
kann bestimmt werden. Zusätzlich ist es möglich durch eine gezielte Nutzung der Isotopen-
empfindlichkeit der Methode Informationen über die Struktur, Hyperfeinwechselwirkungen
und Dynamik einer einzelnen vergrabenen oder auf der Oberfläche eines Substrats aufge-
dampften Monolage zu erhalten. Die Untersuchungsergebnisse der Diffusion in einer Schicht
Fe3Si und einer Monolage Fe auf W(110) werden präsentiert.
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ACOLISSA is a time-of-flight low energy ion scattering (TOF-LEIS) setup [1]. A fast electro-
static chopper gives us the possibility to study ion-surface interactions with excellent depth
resolution. One major advantage of working at sub-monolayer depth resolution is that it
permits to analyse the depth profiles of nanometer layers from the time-of-flight spectra. We
present the features of ACOLISSA and discuss how to deduce quantitative information about
composition and growth of nanometer layers - if needed with monolayer depth resolution.
We discuss the potential of TOF-LEIS as an analytical tool by means of nm-layers of Au and
LiF.
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Secondary electron images excited by 3 to 4.3 keV electrons are obtained with a standard
photoelectron electron emission microscope (PEEM) set up equipped with an imaging energy
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filter (IEF). The electron gun was mounted on a standard PEEM entrance flange at an angle
of 25◦ with respect to the sample surface. A low extraction voltage of 500 V was used to min-
imize the deflection of the electron beam by the PEEM extraction electrode. The secondary
electron images are compared to photoelectron images excited by a standard 4.9 eV UV lamp.
In the case of a Cu pattern on a Si substrate it is found that the lateral resolution without the
IEF is about the same for electron and photon excitation but that the relative electron emis-
sion intensities are very different. The use of the IEF reduces the lateral resolution. Images
for secondary electron energies between eV1 and eV2 were obtained by setting the IEF to -V1

and -V2 ≈ -(V1+5V) potentials and taking the difference of both images. Images up to 100 eV
electron energies were recorded. The lateral resolution is in the range of µm. The material
contrast obtained in these difference images are discussed in terms of a secondary electron
and photoelectron emission model and secondary electron energy spectra measured with a
LEED-Auger spectrometer.
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The tailoring of the growth mode of ultra-thin organic films is of utmost importance for the
application of electronic and optoelectronic devices. As a model system we have studied the
system p-quaterphenyl on Au(111), where we have focused on the influence of carbon pre-
coverage on the structure and morphology of the thin films. Various analytical methods, like
TDS, XPS, LEED, XRD and AFM have been applied for these investigations. On the clean
Au(111) surface quaterphenyl forms a regular monolayer structure. The molecules are lying
with their long axes parallel to the surface and are arranged with their short axes alternately
parallel or side tilted. Furthermore, the molecules are azimuthally aligned along the dense
packed rows of the (111) plane. The arrangement of the molecules in the multilayer (thin
film) is similar to the monolayer structure, revealing an epitaxial growth. Regarding the mor-
phology the multilayer consists of needle like islands. Small amounts of carbon (0.15 ML)
change the monolayer structure (only side tilted molecules), as well as the multilayer struc-
ture and morphology. The azimuthal locking of the molecules in the multilayer is lifted and
consequently the morphology is changed. For a 0.5 ML carbon pre-coverage (saturation cover-
age) the azimuthal locking of the quaterphenyl molecules is already lifted for the monolayer.
In the multilayer the molecules are arranged with their long axes more or less normal to the
surface (standing molecules). This in turn changes the morphology of the thin quaterphenyl
film to a continuous layer, consisting of small platelets.
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